Statistical properties of activity landscapes
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Activity landscapes provide a comprehensive global description of structure-activity relationships (SARs). In three dimensions, activity landscapes are analogous to geographical landscapes. Their topographies are characterized by low-lying relatively flat regions that contain inactive compounds and by regions of gently rolling hills, peaks, ridges, cliffs, etc. that contain both active and inactive compounds. SAR methods work best in regions with topographies that typically resemble gently rolling hills, where small changes in structure are associated with small changes in activity as implied by the well-known “Similarity Principle.” However, such regions tend to be less informative than more irregular ones containing features such as activity cliffs, where small changes in structure are associated with large changes in activity. It will also be shown that scaffold hops, in which two active compounds that possess very different structures, can be characterized in a similar fashion. The talk will present an assessment of these features of activity landscapes based on their statistical properties and information content (“surprisal”) as described in Shannon’s information theory.
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